SECURITY & DEFENCE BRIEFING
FROM THE DESK OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

“ P U B L I C C O N S U LTAT I O N S A N D T H E
DEFE NCE POLICY R EV IEW ”
17 JUNE 2016 (03-2016)

L

e gouvernement est en train d’effectuer
des consultations publiques dans

le crade d’un processus de Revue de la
politique de défense du Canada (RPD). Les
quatre tables rondes qui étaient déjà réalisée
à travers le pays ont eu lieu à Vancouver, Toronto, Yellowknife et Edmonton. Trois autres tables rondes devraient avoir lieu dans
les semaines à venir, incluant une septième
table ronde qui était ajoutée tardivement
pour consulter l’industrie de la défense.
At the CDA and CDA Institute, we have

Dr. Elinor Sloan presenting to General Ray Henault (retired) and Margaret Purdy, alongside moderator LGen George

been busy offering input on Canadian secu-

MacDonald (Ret’d). (Photo courtesy of Cybèle Wilson.)

rity and defence policy in light of the DPR.

the opportunity to share their views on key

are pleased to have a number of prominent

For instance, with no planned DPR Round-

DPR issues.

speakers in coming months for our Round-

table in Ottawa, we decided to hold our
own, by-invitation event on the DPR on 11
May 2016, where two of the four members
of the Minister of National Defence Advisory Panel (MAP), General Ray Henault
(retired) and Margaret Purdy, participated
in a modified town hall session. The event,
moderated by LGen George MacDonald
(retired), gave our institutional stakeholders and security and defence constituency
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In addition, the CDA Institute held two
Roundtable discussions that explored
different perspectives on the DPR, one
with LGen Michael Day (Ret’d) and one
with BGen Matthew Overton. Our next

table series, including US General John
Allen (September), Minister of Veterans
Affairs Kent Hehr and Dr. Nick Carleton
(October), and Lieutenant-General Michael
Hood, Commander of the RCAF (October).

Roundtable with Retired National Security

The CDA and CDA Institute will be

Advisor to the Prime Minister, Richard

responding to numerous media and

Fadden, takes place on 28 June 2016, and I

specialized requests in the coming weeks,

recommend that you register soon, as seat-

including by having key individuals serve as

ing is limited. Looking further ahead, we

witnesses at a Standing Senate Committee
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on National Security and Defence meeting

lier le rapport annuel de l’Institut de la CAD

And speaking of ‘game changer’, I would

on the DPR. The CDA Institute will also

pour l’année fiscal 2015-2016, le premier du

like to note the next CDA Institute Gradu-

collaborate with academics and university

genre depuis 2011, lorsque le rapport annu-

ate Student Symposium (GSS) which will

partners in a special Workshop event on the

el était publié la dernière fois. Ce document

be held at the Royal Military College of

DPR on August 8th. Our Golf Tournament

capture les événements, la recherche et les

Canada in Kingston, 13-14 October 2016.

Fundraiser at Hylands Golf Course was

activités de publication menés par l’Institut

We are pleased with the first round of

rescheduled to 26 September 2016, and I

de la CAD, ainsi que les activités réalisées

student submissions with many more to

hope to see many of you there.

en partenariat avec la CAD. Ce rapport

come. At this event, the CDA Institute, in

donne un aperçu de la dernière année fiscal

collaboration with Vanguard Magazine, will

et offre un précieux rappel de ce que nous

be announcing a new award for younger

avons accompli au cours de cette période.

Canadians. I recommend to all our readers

Our research output has also grown in
recent months to reflect the importance
of contributing thoughtful analysis on Ca-

to watch for upcoming announcements for

nadian security and defence. For instance,

It is with great pleasure that I announce the

we’ve released five CDA Institute Analyses

selection of CDA Institute team member Dr

by prominent defence experts offering dif-

David McDonough by Vanguard magazine

I also wish to welcome our latest Research

ferent perspectives and recommendations

as a “Vanguard Game Changer.” Individu-

Fellow – BGen Dr. Jim Cox (Ret’d), who

on Canadian defence policy, including an

als awarded the title of “Vanguard Game

joins a growing list of former military

analysis that collected the opening remarks

Changer” play an important role within the

professionals, policy-makers, and scholars.

and written statements presented at our

security and defence constituency, either

Une chaleureuse bienvenue Jim!

Special Event on May 11. We are planning

within the defence industry, or through

for more CDA Institute Analyses in the

education, research, or policy initiatives.

coming weeks and months.

David has been Research Manager and Se-

Le blog de l’Institut de la CAD: Le Forum
continue de fournir des commentaires
informés et en temps opportun sur divers
sujets, dont la RPD. Notre directeur de la
recherche et rédacteur en chef, Dr David

nior Editor at the CDA Institute for almost
two years and he is directly responsible for
the world-class content found in all of the
CDA Institute’s publications and on-line
products.

the GSS event.

Lastly, a number of new Analysts have
contributed to our activities, including
two co-op students (Oksana Drozdova
and Geoff Tasker) from the University of
Ottawa’s Graduate School of Public and
International Affairs, and Robert Legere,
who recently graduated with a BA from
Carleton University. On behalf of all of us,

McDonough, a publié la Cahier Vimy

I consider it an honour to have such a

I give my heartfelt welcome to these young

intitulée « Canada, NORAD, and Missile

bright mind and “game changer” amongst

professionals to our small, but incredibly

Defence: Prospects for Canadian Participa-

our ranks at the CDA and the CDA Insti-

hard-working team.

tion in BMD ». Ceux-ci et d’autres matéri-

tute. Please click here to see the full article

aux se rapportant directement à la RPD ont

where he gives excellent advice to “enjoy

été bien situés à une page spéciale sur notre

what you do and be prepared to change

site Web.

course if you must do so.” On behalf of all

Nous sommes également heureux de pub-
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Tony Battista

of us at the CDA and the CDA Institute,
congratulations Dr. ‘Dave’!
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V I M Y PA PE R - BY DAV I D MC D ONOUGH
The Conference of Defence Associa-

to be further assessed. Lastly, criticism of

tions Institute (CDA Institute) is pleased

BMD have often been either overstated or

to release Vimy Paper 31: “Canada,

hampered by a degree of logical inconsis-

NORAD, and Missile Defence: Prospects

tency or dissonance. As the Vimy Paper

for Canadian Participation in BMD” by

concludes, for these reasons, Canada

David McDonough.

should begin discussions with the United
States on this issue – to better ascertain the

This Vimy Paper explores the debate

costs Canada may be expected to shoulder

about Canada’s possible participation in

for participation and ultimately to become

US missile defence plans, and assesses

an official participant in BMD. n

the advantages and possible disadvantages of such a commitment.By directly

The paper is available at the following

participating in BMD, Canada would re-

link: http://www.cdainstitute.ca/images/

inforce the status of NORAD, strengthen
the Canada-US defence relationship, and
potentially ensure an important element of
protection against ballistic missile threats.

Canada will likely have to offer an “asym-

Vimy_Papers/Vimy_Paper_31.pdf

metrical” or “in-kind contribution” if it
hopes to receive protection afforded by the
BMD system, so the question of cost needs

ANNUAL REPORT FY 2015-2016
This Annual Report will offer an overview of

blog posts or by being interviewed by print,

the CDA Institute’s activities over the fiscal

television, and radio journalists.

year, from April 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016.

During this time, the CDA Institute has

Over the past fiscal year, the Institute has

also pursued new staffing arrangements and

pursued an active program of highly-acc-

undertaken still ongoing governance work,

laimed public and invitation-only events, as

which ensure that the Institute remains a

well as an equally vigorous research, analy-

very well-managed charitable research orga-

sis, and publications program, the latter of

nization and promises to increase our pro-

which continues our effort to reach new and

ductivity into the new year. n

different audiences (and save costs) by opting for electronic rather than printed publications.
Individuals affiliated with the CDA Institute have undertaken extensive media enga-

The Annual Report can be found on our
website at: http://www.cdainstitute.ca/images/Annual_Report_FY2015_2016.pdf

gement, including contributing op-eds and
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C DA I NS T I T U T E A NA LYSE S - DPR
The CDA Institute is pleased to have

Our latest CDA Institute Analysis is by

released several CDA Institute Anal-

Stéfanie von Hlatky, an assistant profes-

yses. These Analyses are designed to

sor of political studies at Queen’s Univer-

offer independent input on Canadian

sity and Director of the Queen’s Centre

defence policy in light of the govern-

for International and Defence Policy

ment’s defence policy review (DPR).

(CIDP). Titled “Trudeau’s Promises:
From Coalition Operations to Peace-

The CDA Institute Analysis titled “A

keeping and Beyond,” it explores key

Defence Review? Not Really Neces-

considerations that should help guide

sary: But if Canada necessarily must,

the deployment of the Canadian Armed

here are some things to keep in mind

Forces (CAF), especially in light of the

and to avoid” is authored by Joel So-

CAF’s high operational tempo, stagnant

kolsky at the Royal Military College

defence budget, and the government’s

of Canada and Joseph Jockel at St.

promise to refocus on peace support

Lawrence University. It looks at what

2016, where two of the four members

the Canadian government should keep

of the Minister of National Defence

in mind and what it should avoid as it

advisory panel, General Ray Henault

These Analyses can be found on our

proceeds with the defence policy review.

(retired) and Margaret Purdy, partici-

website at the following link: http://www.

pated in a modified town hall session..

cdainstitute.ca/en/research-and-publica-

Contributors included Dr. Kim Richard

tions/cda-institute-analysis

BGen Don Macnamara (Ret’d), CDA
Institute Council of Advisors, authored
the Analysis “National Security and
Government Responsibility: Towards a
Comprehensive National Security Strategy,” which explores Canada’s national
interests and the need to develop a comprehensive national security strategy –
one that would integrate various policies

Nossal, Col Charles Davies (Ret’d), LGen
Stuart Beare (Ret’d) and Dan Ross, LGen
George Macdonald (Ret’d), Col Dr. Michael Cessford (Ret’d), Dr. Elinor Sloan,
Dr. Stephen Saideman, MGen Richard
Blanchette (Ret’d), and MGen Douglas
Dempster (Ret’d).

to encompass a “whole of government”

In “The Canadian Armed Forces and the

approach to national security.

Arctic: Maintaining a Suitable and Sus-

A special CDA Institute Analysis collected the opening remarks and written
statements that were presented at the
CDA and CDA Institute Special Event
on the Defence Policy Review on 11 May
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operations. n

tainable Role,” Adam MacDonald looks
at military requirements for Canada in
the Arctic, concluding that the capabilities need to be suitable for the security
environment and financially sustainable
given other defence commitments.
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2016 VIMY AWARD

LE PRIX VIMY 2016

Nominations are invited for the 2016 CDA Institute
Vimy Award.

Nous invitons les nominations pour le Prix Vimy
2015 de L’Institut de la CAD (Anniversaire D’Argent)

The Vimy Award was initiated in 1991 by the CDA
Institute to recognize, annually, one Canadian who
has made outstanding contributions to the security
and defence of Canada and the preservation of our
democratic values.

Le Prix Vimy a été instituée en 1991 par l’Institut de
la CAD dans le but de reconnaître annuellement un
Canadien ou une Canadienne qui a fait une grande
contribution dans le domaine de la sécurité et de la
défense du Canada et qui a grandement encouragé
nos valeurs démocratiques.

The previous 25 recipients of this prestigious award are:
The Rt. Hon. Joe Clarke; General John de Chastelain;
Major-General Lewis MacKenzie; Major-General
William Howard; Major-General Roméo Dallaire; Dr.
Jack Granastein; The Rt. Hon. Brian Dickson; Vice-Admiral Larry
Murray; Lieutenant-General Charles H. Belzile; The Hon. Barnett
Danson; Air Commodore Leonard Birchall; Colonel, the Hon. John
Fraser; General Paul Manson; Dr. David Bercuson; Mr. G. Hamilton
Southam; Brigadier-General David Fraser; General Raymond R.
Henault; General Rick Hillier; Warrant Officer William MacDonald;
The Rt. Hon. Adrienne Clarkson; Major-General Jonathan Vance;
Honorary Colonel Frederick Philip Mannix; Brigadier-General W.
Don Macnamara; Honorary Colonel Blake Goldring; the Hon. Hugh
Segal.

Les 25 récipiendaires précédents du Prix Vimy
sont : la Très hon. Joe Clarke; le Général John de
Chastelain; le Major-général Lewis MacKenzie; le
Major-général William Howard; le Major-général Roméo Dallaire;
Dr. Jack Granatstein; le Très hon. Brian Dickson; le vice-amiral
Larry Murray; le lieutenant-général Charles H. Belzile; l’Hon.
Barnett Danson; le commodore d’air Leonard Birchall; le Général
Paul Manson; Dr. David Bercuson; M. G. Hamilton Southam; le
Brigadier-général David Fraser; le Général Raymond R. Henault;
le Général Rick Hillier; l’Adjudant William MacDonald; la Très hon.
Adrienne Clarkson; le Major-général Jonathan Vance; Colonel
Honoraire Frederick Philip Mannix; le Brigadier-général W. Don
Macnamara; Colonel Honoraire Blake Goldring, l’Hon. Hugh Segal.

Any Canadian may nominate one Canadian citizen for the award.
Nominations must be in writing, be accompanied by a summary
of the reasons for the nomination and include a brief biographical
sketch of the nominee. Electronic submissions are preferred by
email. Nominations must be received by Friday, 12 August 2016,
and should be addressed to:

Le processus de sélection, qui est ouvert à tous, est commencé et
on vous encourage de nous faire parvenir le nom d’un Canadien ou
Canadienne digne de ce prix. Votre soumission doit être envoyé par
écrit (soit électronique ou par courrier) et doit être accompagnée
d’un sommaire citant les raisons motivant votre choix ainsi qu’une
biographie du candidat. LLa mise en candidature doit être reçus au
plus tard le vendredi, 12 août 2016, et doit être adressée au:

Vimy Award Selection Committee
Conference of Defence Associations Institute
151 Slater Street, suite 412A
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5H3
Electronic files:
cybele.wilson@cdainstitute.ca
The Vimy Award will be presented on Friday, 4 November 2016,
at the CDA Institute Vimy Award Gala Dinner held at the Canadian
War Museum.
For more information, contact the CDA Institute at 613–236-9903
or at cybele.wilson@cdainstitute.ca.
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Comité de sélection du Prix Vimy
L’Institut de la Conference des associations de la defense
151 rue Slater, suite 412A
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5H3
Électronique:
cybele.wilson@cdainstitute.ca
Le prix Vimy sera présenté vendredi, le 4 novembre 2016, lors du
dîner gala du prix Vimy de l’Institut de la CAD. Le tout aura lieu au
Musée canadien de la guerre.
Veuillez contacter l’Institut de la Conférence des associations de la
Défense à (613) 236-9903 ou cybele.wilson@cdainstitute.ca.
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FORTRESS CANADA: HOW MUCH OF A MILITARY
DO WE REALLY NEED?
SELECTED POST FROM OUR BLOG: THE FORUM
CDA Institute Research Manager and Senior Editor David McDonough and CDA
and CDA Institute CEO Tony Battista had
an article in iPolitics that explored Canadian defence requirements and possible
trade-offs. This article was first republished
(with hyperlinks) on the CDA Institute
Blog: The Forum on 28 April 2016.

A

s the Trudeau government pursues its review of Canada’s defence

policy, an interesting debate is emerging
in defence policy circles — between those
who want to pull back from the world
and those who think that would be a big
mistake.
Some have pointed to the safety and
security offered by Canada’s geo-strategic
location in North America as arguing
for a homeland-focused defence policy.
Thomas Juneau took up that thread
last week, suggesting that the Canadian
Armed Forces (CAF) should learn to “do
less with less.”
Others have warned against using
Canada’s relative security to justify a more
modest military. By accepting such a
“twisted logic,” as George Petrolekas calls
it, we’d ignore not only the military requirements of non-discretionary missions
at home and in North America, but also
the hard power assets needed to pursue
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international peace and security.
Both sides make valid points. They also
tend to overstate their positions.
It’s true that Canadians enjoy an island of
safety in today’s global security environment, insulated from what’s happening in
Ukraine, Syria and the South China Sea.
This is partly a function of our geographically isolated position in North America;
it’s also because we enjoy such a friendly
relationship with our only close neighbour, the United States.
Indeed, observers have long been aware of
Canada’s “involuntary security guarantee”
from the superpower to the south. This
guarantee may not be quite so ironclad
today as it once was; ballistic missile defence is a good example of a gap in it. But
in broad terms, America’s commitment to
our defence does represent an important
feature of the continental relationship.
Even during the darkest days of the Cold
War, the only direct Soviet threat Canada
faced was from strategic nuclear bomber
and ballistic missile forces. And aside
from some early continental efforts to
establish a perimeter air defence network,
we largely accepted that point of vulnerability — so long as America’s nuclear
retaliatory capabilities remained intact.

Yet few would argue today that Canada
should have used its relative security in
the Cold War to justify either a reduction
in its military capabilities or a sole focus
on air defence. Instead, Canada found
itself supporting the NATO “shield” with
air and ground force deployments. We
had two good reasons for doing that.
First, Canada’s approach to defence is
often determined by our national interests
abroad — from continental relations with
the United States to trans-Atlantic ties
with Europe. The fact that Canada enjoys
safety from threats abroad could provide
a foundation for Canadian defence policy,
maybe even one that ultimately constrains its available strategic options. But
it doesn’t have to.
Second, Canada recognizes that certain
security developments abroad — while
not having an immediate impact on
Canadian and North American defence
— might pose a more direct threat in the
future. Which is why we’ve long preferred
a “forward defence” approach in the pursuit of international peace and security.
These are the considerations that have
shaped Canada’s defence policy since the
Cold War, preventing a return to the isolationist impulses of the interwar period.
Without them, it would have been all too
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(Photo courtesy of Department of National Defence.)

easy for us to settle for a constabulary-

to be met in the defence of Canada — and

defence begin and end. There may be

type force backed by some air defence

it would be difficult to accept “doing less

significant consequences to policy issues

specialization.

with less” in such non-discretionary mis-

in which Canada has a serious interest

sions.

— such as trade — if we’re seen by the

So simply pointing to the conditions of

Americans as a “freeloader”.

Canada’s geo-strategic position — an

But no one is really arguing that Canada

observation that dates back at least to

should settle for a reduced CAF unable to

Our problem is that the perception is

Raoul Dandurand’s 1924 claim that “we

fulfil its domestic defence role. The real

out there already: Canada has long taken

live in a fireproof house, far from inflam-

question is whether such domestic mis-

advantage of the United States’ “involun-

mable material” — doesn’t really explain

sions may have different — and less de-

tary security guarantees” to take a free

past Canadian defence policy. And using

manding — capability requirements than

ride on defence spending. We tended to

our isolation to chart our future security

expeditionary operations. Naval ships

allow the United States to absorb most

course would be strategically short-

that patrol coastal and Arctic waters, or

of the cost of our air defence during the

sighted; defence policy is as much about

aircraft that intercept foreign intruders,

Cold War, we were initially reluctant to

shaping military capabilities decades into

may not require the expensive higher-

deploy forces to Europe (and sought to

the future as it is about deploying the

end capabilities needed for international

reduce that commitment in a hurry), and

resources we have now.

missions.

we were quick to embrace the so-called

But it’s also a bad idea to stretch this

And it’s not so easy to determine clearly

argument too far. Basic conditions need

where the needs of North American
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“peace dividend” of the post-Cold War
period; in fact, it can be argued we sought
that dividend in the early 1970s before
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partly reversing course.
As scholars like Joel Sokolsky have noted,
Canada’s first question in military matters
tends to be, “How much is just enough?”
And we’ve never really faced serious consequences for our free-riding, making it a
very hard habit to break.

replacement plans, to the detriment of the

safeguard Canada’s ability to continue

CAF. One need only look at regular force

taking both discretionary and non-dis-

size versus spending levels between our

cretionary military missions, at home

key allies: Canada, with its relatively large

and abroad. And making our military

force size and small defence budget, is an

more efficient by recalibrating the force

outlier.

structure — even if that means a smaller

One possible solution, of course, is to

So rather than resigning ourselves to doing less with less — or having unrealistic
expectations about doing more with more
— it would be prudent to instead ask if
we might be more efficient with what we
have. One area that should be explored
is the size of our armed forces, and how
much we spend on personnel compared
to capital.

increase our defence spending. Given

military size can come at the expense of
recapitalization requirements and fleet-

more sustainable.

our relatively safe location, however, any

If Canada is really “back”, it has to be back

arguments for a budget boost are likely

with substance — and that includes our

to fall on deaf ears. The alternative is to

ability to meet our security and defence

right-size our forces to better ensure that

commitments in a credible way. n

the CAF remain multi-purpose and combat-capable — even if certain elements of
the CAF (navy, air force, special forces)
might benefit disproportionately from
such a recalibration.

In a time of fiscal restraint, a fixation on

regular force — would make the CAF

Dr. David McDonough is research manager and senior editor at the Conference of
Defence Associations Institute (CDA Institute). Tony Battista is the chief executive
officer of the CDA and CDA Institute.

In that sense, having a smaller military
doesn’t automatically mean global irrelevance. Instead, it could actually help

CALL FOR PAPERS
CDA Institute 19th Annual Graduate Student Symposium: “Canada’s Security and

CDA
Institute

L'Institut
de la CAD

~ 1987 ~

Defence Interests,” 13-14 October 2016, Royal Military College of Canada, Kingston

Abstracts of proposed presentations (200-400
words) from Masters and Doctoral students in
the realm of security and defence are now being
accepted. Deadlines for submission: 16 May
and 5 September. The final draft of complete
presentation papers (maximum 4,000 words) must
be submitted by no later than 28 September 2015.

presentations for publication with the CDA Institute.
If accepted, they will receive an honorarium of
$1,500. An additional prize of $750, the Colonel
Peter Hunter Award will be presented by the Royal
Canadian Military Institute (RCMI), and the winner
will be given an opportunity to turn this paper into
an RCMI publication.

Cash prizes of $1,000, $500 and $250 will be
presented to the top three presenters. They will
also be given an opportunity to develop their

Please send all presentation abstracts with your
institutional affiliation and contact information
(one page max) to denise.lemay@cdainstitute.ca.
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SUPER HORNETS AND THE F-35 LIGHTNING II:
LESSONS FROM DENMARK
SELECTED POST FROM OUR BLOG: THE FORUM
CDA Institute Research Fellow Richard Shi-

es. The resulting report is a comprehensive

of the overall cost of the F-35. This utilized

mooka wrote an opinion piece in the Ottawa

evaluation prepared by military and civilian

an erroneous cost analysis that applied out

Citizen’s Defence Watch commenting on

subject matter experts, combining binding

of date data of an aircraft without any key

the government’s apparent plan to purchase

data from manufacturers and government

equipment, and left out mandatory fees and

Super Hornets as an interim measure. This

sources.

charges levied by the US government on

article was first republished (with hyperlinks)
on the CDA Institute Blog: The Forum on 15
June 2016.

A

What makes the Danish process of particular interest for Canada is that the findings
were released in a transparent manner. Al-

s revealed on Sunday by the Ottawa

though a number of nations have selected

Citizen, the Liberal Government is

the F-35 over the past decade, the underly-

foreign procurements. The Danish report
clearly shows the F-35 is the lowest cost
to both procure and operate, with a total
lifecycle cost of only 70% that of the F/A-
18E. This was a function of the F-35’s lower
production cost, more efficient logistics

considering a sole source interim purchase

ing analysis that lead to such a determina-

of Boeing F/A-18E Super Hornets, in

tion has remained conspicuously absent.

order to cover an expected capability gap

This has occurred twice in Canada: the

between the retirement of the CF-18 and

original 2010 DND assessment to select the

the purchase of a next generation fighter.

F-35, and the 2014 National Fighter Pro-

Interestingly this follows on the heels of

curement Secretariat report. The lack of any

Canada’s NATO ally Denmark’s release of

comparison analysis has been immensely

its evaluation of the options to replace its

confusing for the Canadian public, and left

fleet of 44 F-16MLUs. The Danish govern-

it with no ability to judge the features in

In sum: Denmark found they required 38

ment accepted the reports’ recommenda-

this debate. This has helped turn opinions

Super Hornets to accomplish the same role

tions, and is now debating the budget it will

against the program, which the Liberal

as 28 F-35s over the same period, with the

put forward for a potential purchase. The

Party sought to exploit in the last election.

former’s fleet costing more to operate and

two approaches are a study in contrasts,
which calls into question the process and
potential outcome of the Liberal government’s approach.

The Danish report provides an inconvenient critique of the potential Liberal
decision to undertake the procurement of
the Super Hornet. First it undermines the

and training system, and longer airframe
lifespan. The F-35’s lower procurement cost
was recently highlighted in a statement by
the JSF project executive officer, General
Bogdan, who emphasized his belief that the
F-35s purchase cost drop to between 80~85
million dollars by 2019.

being less capable. Although Boeing has
questioned some of the analysis, subsequent clarifications by the Danish government, have made evident the process was
done with thoroughness and integrity.

Denmark’s impetus for re-evaluating its

contention that the F/A-18E/F represents

initial decision to purchase the F-35 was

a low cost option for Canada. The original

Perhaps the most comprehensive area of the

similar to Canada history with the project.

Liberal announcement to exclude the F-35

Danish evaluation was the capability assess-

Their study was launched in March of 2013

a potential competition was largely based

ment. It involved a broader examination

amid political concerns over the project’s

on the belief that the Super Hornet or other

of the international environment, Danish

escalating costs and development challeng-

options could be procured at nearly a third

foreign and defence policy and how they
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related to Royal Danish Air Force’s future

years), or a mixed fleet with F-35s. This is a

operations. A key feature of this section was

poor outcome, as the 2014 National Fighter

a detailed analysis of their core allies’ mili-

Procurement Secretariat report opined; “a

tary intentions (including Canada), which

mixed fleet would provide less capability at

emphasized Denmark’s strong commitment

a higher cost.”

to multilateral bodies, specifically the UN

shoddy analysis.
And perhaps this is the greatest disappointment of the Liberal Government’s
apparent decision. It entered into power
with the promise to be better stewards of

Canada’s approach to the F-35 has no

the public interest by practicing transpar-

relevant parallel among any other state.

ency and evidence based policymaking.

These highlighted missions were then

Australia’s initial purchase of Super Hornets

Denmark has followed this path, result-

further distilled down to six operational

occurred nine years ago to address the im-

ing in a transparent process that has given

scenarios, in which the various fighter

pending retirement of the F-111C, not their

credibility to its likely final selection of

options were evaluated. The report found

71 F/A-18As (a contemporary Canada’s CF-

the F-35. Instead, the Liberal government

that in all but one category (where all the

18s with similar fatigue life issues). Their

seems intent in taking the opposite path,

candidates tied) the F-35 was superior to

Hornets will be replaced by F-35s, with the

disregarding expert analysis and data from

the Super Hornet and Eurofighter. The lat-

first squadron of planes delivered in 2019

Government of Canada sources, as well as

ter two options were shown to be deficient

and the fleet declared operational in 2020.

foreign reports like the Danish evaluation.

in their ability to manage the increasingly

Canada could easily follow Australia’s lead

It made an evaluation without a proper,

complex threat environment of the future.

and have an orderly transition to a F-35

credible procurement process, diminishing

Members of the RCAF’s CF-18 community

fleet as fast as they could with the F/A-18E

our international credibility and potentially

have become aware of the potential lethality

Super Hornet, at a lower cost and greater

saddling Canada with an inferior, higher

of these threats during their recent opera-

capability.

cost aircraft – one that will leave the state

and NATO.

tions over Syria and Eastern Europe, where
they encountered new Russian air defence
systems.

The Liberal government has repeatedly
stressed that it will avoid playing politics
with defence issues. However, the sole

and Canadian Armed Forces personnel exposed to greater threats in the future. This
should not be allowed to pass. n

The Danish report does not – obviously –

source selection of the F/A-18E/F, in any

Richard Shimooka is a Research Fellow

have data that would be helpful to ad-

capacity, is simply a blatant form of politi-

at the Conference of Defence Associations

dress the primary Canadian government

cal interference. While the Conservative

Institute.

justification for a potential Super Hornet

government also attempted a sole-source

purchase; preventing an apparent gap in ca-

selection of the F-35, they did so upon

pabilities due to the retirement of the CF-18

the recommendation of the military and

fleet. Leaving aside questions as to whether

bureaucracy. It is questionable whether

such a replacement is imminently required,

that occurred here, as there is no military,

the potential remedy itself is dubious. It

economic or financial benefit for an interim

is important to note that an interim buy

purchase of the Super Hornet over the F-35.

would commit Canada to either a much

The only reason evident for the proposed

reduced fighter force (as Super Hornets

purchase is to fulfill a questionable politi-

will be out of production in the next few

cal campaign promise that was based on
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DEFENCE POLICY REVIEW: BROAD OVERHAUL
OR STRATEGIC INVESTMENT?
SELECTED POST FROM OUR BLOG: THE FORUM
CDA Institute Analysts Geoff Tasker and

and continued military operations in the

free-riding on the shoulders of its major

Oksana Drozdova explore what was dis-

Middle East, issues such as cyber-ter-

allies appears to be more salient than

cussed at the Defence Policy Review (DPR)

rorism, China’s behavior in the South

ever. Contributors agree Canada should

Roundtable in Vancouver and its relation

China Sea, and the protection of Arctic

be able to stand on its own, defend its

to the larger debate on Canadian defence

sovereignty were raised by participants as

own sovereignty, and project her in-

policy. This article first appeared (with

concerns Canada needs to either act on or

terests worldwide. At the same time,

hyperlinks) on the CDA Institute Blog: The

prepare for.

however, Canada’s ability to support allies

Forum on 17 May 2016

T

A common concern raised was that the

he new Trudeau government’s

government’s lackluster defence spending

promise to exercise informed pol-

(and perhaps its inability to spend bud-

icy-making was put into action recently

geted funds in a timely manner) has not

as a diverse range of stakeholders and de-

only weakened the image of the Canadian

fence specialists met in Vancouver for the

Armed Forces (CAF) here at home, but

first of six roundtable discussions to assist

has also resulted in a loss of the country’s

in the Defence Policy Review (DPR).

voice and influence abroad. Many par-

Contributors, ranging from academics to
retired military, raised issues of concern
about Canada’s security and defence
policy, in hopes of generating informed
debate on the future role of the Canadian
Armed Forces (CAF). Naturally, the post-
election declaration that “Canada is back”
was raised by more than one presenter.
As one might expect, however, ideas as

ticipants hoped that increased spending
on the CAF along with a more assertive
foreign and security policy could rectify
this situation. With limited funds and a

expertise – including mission logistics,
disaster relief, maritime surveillance and
interdiction, Special Forces operations,
according to Brian Job – has always been
an important role for the CAF. Even with
an increase in defence spending, this is a
difficult balancing act to maintain. Taking
into account the current and projected
economic situation, Canada cannot have
the best of both worlds in these scenarios;
tough choices will need to be made.

largely skeptical public, however, a major

Many participants were quick to point

challenge for the DPR team is to highlight

out that a truly secure Canada should be

the areas in which this spending will be

able to at least defend and protect its own

best served, thus determining what form

territory and interests without relying

this revised Canadian image is to take.

disproportionately on the assistance of

to how Canada should go about “being

It is here where the roundtable partici-

back” were varied to say the least.

pants do not exactly see eye to eye.

Nearly all participants seemed to agree

The issue of Canadian autonomy has

that the changing global political land-

long been a concern for Canadian policy-

scape presented new challenges for

makers. Following recent budget cuts

Canadian defence policy. Along with

reducing defence spending to roughly

the expected issues of global terrorism

1 percent of GDP, the image of Canada

CDA | CDA INSTITUTE

in niche areas where it possesses unique

its contiguous neighbour. It is comforting to think any threat which falls outside
our capabilities will be augmented by the
United States. But the US will ultimately
prioritize its own security over ours. For
the sake of both countries, the defence
of Canada should be achieved primarily
through Canadian defence capabilities.
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(Photo courtesy of Department of National Defence.)

Alexander Moens, Simon Fraser Univer-

Admiral A. Bruce Donaldson, another

we limit ourselves to playing a niche role

sity, also raised the issue that the defence

contributor to the panel, agrees with

in multilateral missions, whether the

relationship with our southern neigh-

Moens. He asserts that any attempt to

United Nations, NATO, or a coalition-

bour is not a one-way street, and will not

“overspecialize” erodes our capacity to act

of-the-willing, or should we have broad-

necessarily require Canada’s specialized

effectively both independently or in sup-

based capabilities to be a more credible

niche capabilities. As he noted in his

port of our allies.

partner with our allies and like-minded

opening brief, if we expect the US to augment our defence, we should also be able
to assist in all tasks the US may require
of us as well. Doing otherwise would not
necessarily jeopardize our reliability on
American support, but it certainly makes
the playing field much less balanced and
diminishes our voice in North American
defence. If we want to be a respected
partner, we cannot simply rely on what is
easy and hope it is enough. Retired Vice-
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Moens and Donaldson are not alone in

countries?

this opinion. Of the sixteen participants

At the end of the day, a choice is going to

who submitted briefs to the panel, almost

have to be made. Should Canada overhaul

half supported broad-based military in-

widely or invest strategically?

vestment while the other half were more
favorably disposed toward expanding our
specialized niche capabilities. This divide
reflects a major debate of how Canada
should approach defence policy, which
the DPR will have to overcome. Should

The answer to this question is not black
and white and the opinions provided for
the panel are largely based on how the
contributor views Canada’s place and
priorities in global security. At the same
time, however, the major factor in this de-
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bate is going to come down to cost. While

United States to act in an effective and

formulating the ideal policy for Canadian

credible manner.

defence based on necessity and national
interest rather than fiscal constraint
certainly has merits, it is impossible to
decide whether a broad based military
overhaul is indeed the best course of
action until the extent and cost of this
overhaul can be determined. Moen’s
vision of a “maximum range of modest
capabilities” may indeed make us more
flexible in which areas of assistance we
can provide to our US and NATO allies.
However, with insufficient funding, the
CAF may no longer retain its multi-purpose, combat capabilities, forcing us to
specialize in particular roles or rendering
us less than combat capable. Our contribution to the allied efforts could again be
by show only.
The same holds true for our defence capabilities at home. While investing broadly
in the aerial and naval patrol of our own
territory and coastal waters would allow
us to project an image of independence
and sovereignty, the reality is that the
military funding needed to truly stand on
our own – especially if one takes into account possible trade-offs in terms of our
international commitments – is far more
than we would be willing to countenance
in our defence budget, now or in the near
future. As a result, broad based investment would be the more expensive route
Canada could take, while still requiring augmentation and support from the
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ful roles for decades to come.
This clash of opinion is unlikely to resolve

Financing multi-purpose military capa-

itself as the DPR continues. By the end,

bilities certainly sounds like the logical

a choice will need to be made. While the

step in putting Canada back in the game.

arguments for both sides have their merit

However, without a sustainable resource

and are invaluable for this process, the

commitment to back it up, we will likely

deciding factor will most likely be how

find ourselves in a difficult situation to

much Canada is truly willing to invest to

do what we say we can do – still free-rid-

actuate her defence policy. The answer to

ing on the support of our stronger allies,

this question lies at the heart of yet anoth-

whether in North American or abroad. As

er identity crisis for our new government,

such, specializing in the areas at which we

one that is unlikely to resolve itself easily

already excel will at least allow us to sup-

or quickly. n

port in substance rather than show.

Geoff Tasker is an Analyst with the CDA

Canada carrying its responsibilities as an

Institute currently working towards a

equal security and defence partner with

Master’s degree at UOttawa’s Graduate

our allies is certainly an ideal outcome.

School of Public and International Affairs

Just like the “Canada is back” slogan

(GSPIA). His research interests focus on

itself, however, some things are easier

international security and defence policy as

envisioned than executed. Economic

well as conflict mediation and humanitar-

and strategic limitations can be pushed

ian intervention.

aside in the deliberation process but they
cannot be ignored forever. If Canada has
to pick and choose where her financial,
human and material resources can be
best applied, innovatively excelling in our
strengths through niche capability investments could result in tangible results the
Canadian public can see and take pride
in. However, this approach too contains

Oksana Drozdova is an Analyst with the
CDA Institute currently working towards
a Master’s degree at UOttawa’s Graduate
School of Public and International Affairs
(GSPIA). Her research interests focus on
International security, Eastern European
studies and issues of statehood in political
theory.

major pitfalls that should be avoided. Indeed, choosing the right niche to invest in
is a risky, major task, as picking a wrong
area of specialization might see Canada
being trapped in inflexible, less than use-
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THE CASE TO MERGE VAC AND DND
SELECTED POST FROM OUR BLOG: THE FORUM
CDA Institute Analyst Ryan Olshansky

to transition over the past couple of years.

long wait times. While the reasons are ob-

makes the case to merge Veteran Affairs

For example, VAC recently hired 101

viously multifold, it is clear that the tran-

Canada and the Department of National

more staff in disability benefits processing

sition of mentally and physically debili-

Defence. This article first appeared (with

to support veterans with applications and

tated veterans into separate departments

hyperlinks) on the CDA Institute Blog: The

to render decisions more quickly. Budget

is difficult. The French government has

Forum on 16 June 2016

2016 provided $78.1 million over five

paved a different path, where veterans’

T

years to hire more case managers. VAC

affairs is administered by the Ministry of

also recently created My VAC Account,

Defense. In France, the Minister of De-

an online portal in which veterans can

fence is advised on veterans’ affairs policy

apply for benefits and services and track

by the Secretary of State for War Veterans.

their applications online in the comfort of

The Secretary of State is held to account

their own homes. Indeed, ever since the

politically, and French veterans enjoy the

Auditor General issued a report in 2014

benefits of tightly integrated military and

that said the Disability Benefits Program

post-military administrations.

ransition has been an ongoing issue for veterans who have to deal

with both the Department of National
Defence (DND) and Veterans Affairs
Canada (VAC). Our sacred obligation to
veterans requires seamless transition to
civilian life. Yet, with the rocky transition
between VAC and DND remaining rampant, I suggest veterans would be better
served if the two departments merged.
Veterans who begin their transition to civilian life jump through several hurdles to
receive the benefits and services to which
they are entitled. Once they are released
by the military, veterans participate in a
transition interview with VAC, where all
the requirements for benefits and services
are made clear. Responsibility is put on
the veteran to collect the necessary medical records and to submit them alongside

is “slow, and the application process is
complex,” the Department has made tangible efforts to make transition easier and
less stressful.

tee that standardizes and synthesizes all
health-related policies, processes and IT
programs between VAC and DND. This

mental problem: silos between depart-

would be a huge undertaking at which

ments. Interdepartmental client-exchange

successive governments have not proven

has proven to be a thorn in the side of

to be very good. A simpler way to deal

veterans and the government alike. It has

with these silos is to eliminate them alto-

compromised standards of care, com-

gether and merge the two departments.

pounded wait times and added additional

Former Senator and retired general Ro-

stress to veterans.

meo Dallaire posited in the Senate Com-

I do not think we should be surprised

sheer volume of applications, and the fact

that standalone veterans’ affairs depart-

that many applications are incomplete or

ments are mired in controversy around

are missing records, decisions often take a

the world. Obviously, VAC has dealt with

few months.

a number of issues the past few years. The
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is to have an interdepartmental commit-

But these solutions still ignore a funda-

a completed application form. Given the

Admittedly, VAC has made improvements

One way to reduce these silos in Canada

United States Department of Veterans Affairs has been under intense scrutiny for

mittee on National Defence that VAC
should be absorbed as a sub-department
in DND and be represented by an associate minister. He has a point. One soldier
served under a single roof for their entire
life makes eminent sense. A move to
DND would simplify the points of contact
for veterans and it would consolidate ser-
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vice provid-

Minister Hehr

ers. Veterans

would be

would get

wise to heed

access to all

the advice

health and

of General

wellness ser-

Dallaire, and

vices offered

if this govern-

to serving

ment isn’t

members.

bold enough

A merger

to swallow

would also

the pill and

benefit serv-

face internal

ing members;

backlash from

a single

public officials

(Image courtesy of Justin Tang/Canadian Press.)

department

ration, but they exercise that mandate

with the goal of equality for all soldiers

in conjunction with DND and Heritage

cries about the treatment of our veterans

and veterans has the mandate to do away

Canada, both of which are capable of

will amount to nothing more than croco-

with the outdated policy of excluding

growing their departments to celebrate

dile tears. n

many modern-day veterans from guaran-

veterans and historic battles, especially

teed beds in long-term care facilities.

since VAC’s budget last year allocated less

Most importantly, it would provide for

than one percent to commemoration.

at VAC, then

Ryan Olshansky is a former advisor to the
Veterans Affairs Minister and the Associate
Defence Minister. He recently graduated

near immediate information sharing and

There would be pushback from VAC

from Carleton University and is an Analyst

consistent decisions. A medically released

staff located in Charlottetown; a move to

at the CDA Institute.

soldier would straightaway qualify for

National Defence or a separate merged

benefits that are equal to the injury that

department would require a good many

caused their release. Too many times a

to relocate to Ottawa. This is why a VAC-

soldier is medically released from the mil-

DND merger will require a dose of good

itary with a seriously debilitating injury

faith and political will, both of which

– let’s say 70 percent, only to discover that

the current government has in spades. It

it was measured by VAC at a lesser mark

is not coincidental that Prime Minister

– maybe 35 percent. How is that fair? A

Trudeau made the dual appointment of

merged department would be able to use

Minister Hehr to VAC and DND to deal

consistent calculations when deciding

with transition. To the Prime Minister’s

benefits.

credit, the first step in solving a problem

VAC’s mandate also includes commemo-
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is recognizing there is one.
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OPENNESS, TRANSPARENCY…AND “INTERIM”
SUPER HORNETS?
SELECTED FROM OUR BLOG: THE FORUM
CDA and CDA Institute CEO Tony
Battista and Research Manager and
Senior Editor David McDonough
comment on the government’s apparent
interest in procuring Super Hornets as
an interim measure against a perceived
capability gap. This piece was first published on the CDA Institute Blog: The
Forum on 7 April 2016.

M

any expect the government’s
Defence Policy Review (DPR)

process will conclude with a new
Defence Policy early next year. But,
even in the midst of these public con-

(Image courtesy of Brett Clashman — U.S. Air Force.)

sultations, one can detect hints at the
government’s plans and priorities – from
reports that the government is not plan-

significantly increasing funding levels

as an interim or “bridging” solution in

or recalibrating personnel numbers or

the first place (the number being bandied

rethinking basing infrastructure.

about ranging from 25 to 30, although it
could well be even more), to say nothing

ning on cutting either personnel numbers

When it comes to the Super Hornets, one

or military bases to rumours (and poten-

needs to ask serious questions on the ex-

tial ‘leaks’) that it plans on purchasing the

tent to which there really is an imminent

Super Hornet as an ‘interim measure’ be-

capability gap – something seemingly

If only an interim measure, we’d be wast-

fore a final decision on the CF-18 fighter

refuted by the Commander of the Royal

ing resources to fill a purported immi-

replacement.

Canadian Air Force (RCAF), Lieuten-

nent capability gap that has yet to arise

ant-General Michael Hood, at a Par-

– with little explanation on or rationale

liamentary committee earlier this year.

for why the Super Hornet was selected at

Of course, one should add the caveat

this particular moment in time (espe-

that much depends on retaining current

cially with the F-35 finally now in or

CF-18 modernization plans designed to

on the cusp of achieving the so-called

keep them in the air until 2025, as well

“sweet spot” of its production run, with

as the timeliness of the eventual fighter

attendant low per unit costs). If the Super

replacement itself. Ultimately, this raises

Hornets are here to stay, the RCAF would

questions on the need for Super Hornets

either be forced to operate a mixed fleet,

These important details provide some
tantalizing hints at the government’s approach to defence matters. On the issue
of personnel and bases, it raises questions on how the government expects to
recapitalize the Canadian Armed Forces
(CAF), and particularly fleet-replacement
for both its navy and air force, without

CDA | CDA INSTITUTE

about the broader implications of such a
decision.
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(Image courtesy of U.S. Air Force photo/Staff Sgt. Aaron Allmon.)

or alternatively have much less leeway

be led to speculate it is a ‘leak’ from

ly, it will be interesting to observe what

to select a different platform as a perma-

somewhere at the top (government) to

other ‘hints’ might come out in the com-

nent replacement for the CF-18. Either

test the waters. If so, it would seem that a

ing weeks when Prime Minister Justin

possibility is worrisome. A mixed-fleet is

pattern is emerging here, whereby impor-

Trudeau is going to the NATO summit in

an expensive proposition, as noted by the

tant decisions might be shaped and com-

July and likely to make ‘announcements,’

National Fighter Procurement Secre-

ing out ahead of the DPR and expected

and when he goes to the UN General

tariat’s Summary Report, while the latter

new Defence Policy, through statements

Assembly in early fall and is expected

possibility would represent a de facto

and announcements (inadvertently or

to make more announcements about

end-run of the government’s own prom-

deliberately), rather than through the sys-

“peacekeeping.”)

ise to pursue an open competition for the

tematic, consultative, and open process

next generation fighter aircraft.

that the government announced earlier

In particular, this latest, apparent ‘leak’

this year.

Of note, the government has been insisting (even before it took power) that it
knows how to “govern in a way that is

about the Super Hornets – and the

It is certainly curious that such details

inclusive, transparent, respectful and

government for now staying rather mute

emerged in the middle of a public consul-

effective” and to rely on “evidence-based

about it – is rather puzzling, to say the

tation process. One hopes such decisions

decision-making.” While there may be

least! Cabinet decisions do not usually

would only be made upon the completion

nothing wrong with the government

leak out that easily, especially not ones

of these consultations when the actual

making quick decisions to equip the

that involve lots of money. So, one might

DPR is being formulated. (Parenthetical-

Canadian Armed Forces with necessary
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capabilities, the fact of the matter is that

and due process in defence procurement

ners. Thus, the need for such a capability

it has promised to be “inclusive, transpar-

decisions, which will shape what the CAF

should not be in question.

ent, respectful and effective” and to be in

can do for decades into the future. These

favour of “evidence-based decision-mak-

decisions come with particular responsi-

ing.”

bility not only from the current govern-

And the manner by which the Super
Hornet interim option has leaked in the
midst of public consultations about the
DPR, and the extent to which claims
about a purported capability gap seemingly contradicts the view of the military
leadership, raise questions on whether
the government is truly fulfilling its
promises here. Canadians, including our
extensive list of stakeholders (close to
half a million people) and hopefully the
Office of the Auditor General, should
take note.
Just to be clear, the CDA and CDA Institute do not take positions on specific
platforms, like the Super Hornet or the
F-35; rather, both organizations focus
predominantly on Policy issues, on the
Profession of Arms and strategic-level
considerations, such as capabilities and
mission requirements. The CDA does so
through balanced and informed advocacy, while the CDA Institute offers a
multitude of distinct voices as part of its
educational and awareness emphasis on
policy research and informing the public.
Still, it is important to underline that this
government has been clear on the need
to have transparency, fairness, diligence,
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ment’s mandate, which given its majority
electoral win is undoubtedly strong, but
also by determining what military tools
are available for future governments, irrespective of which political stripe. As such,
rather than focusing too narrowly on
parochial, electoral or even ‘politicized’
service-specific concerns, the government needs to place the national interest
in the heart of its plans for recapitalization – and that the decision on such
issues as the fighter aircraft replacement,
personnel levels, or basing infrastructure
are done in accordance to such broader
strategic (and indeed stately) perspective.
Specifically, a next generation fighter capability is required by Canada as part of
its overall package to maintain sovereign
control over its vast territory – including the Arctic, and its credible share
of the defence of the North American

In addition, the government decision to
maintain such a capability must also be
taken with a number of key considerations in mind, such as overall cost (per
unit and operating), interoperability
with our major allies (especially the US
Air Force), and capacity to operate in a
variety of different threat environments,
which may change and evolve (becoming
either more benign or perhaps contested)
over coming decades. Irrespective of
whether the Super Hornet, the F-35,
or an altogether different aircraft (e.g.,
Eurofighter) is ultimately chosen, these
considerations need to be foremost in the
minds of decision-makers. n
Tony Battista is Chief Executive Officer
of the Conference of Defence Associations
(CDA) and the CDA Institute. David
McDonough is the Research Manager and
Senior Editor at the CDA Institute, and a
Research Fellow at the Centre for Foreign
Policy Studies at Dalhousie University.

continent. Given how successive governments – of both Liberal and Conservative
stripes – have opted to contribute fighter
aircraft for international military operations, such as over Kosovo in 1999 and
more recently in Libya, Iraq, and Syria,
Canada also needs a capability that can
be used in expeditionary operations
abroad, whether in coalitions of the willing or with our traditional Alliance part-
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CDA INSTITUTE BLOG: THE FORUM
The Future of the European Union: A

national sphere seems most likely to define

in terms of capabilities. The problem,

Brexit wreck’s it?

his presidential legacy. READ MORE

right from the start, is that, beyond the

By David Law

very general mandate letters, the review
L’ingérence de la Russie dans le conflit

is not underpinned by clear indications of

The UK referendum on whether Great

entre l’Arménie et l’Azerbaïdjan

what the government intends to do in the

Britain stays in the European Union (EU)

By Michael Lambert

world... (Reposted from The Hill Times.)

would be an exacting test for the Union

READ MORE

under any strategic circumstances. Com-

Le 2 avril 2016, l’Azerbaïdjan s’est décidé

ing as it does at a time when EU members

à lancer une offensive dans la région

Building on a Foundation of Experience:

are engaged in a number of regional wars,

séparatiste du Haut-Karaback, territoire

Protecting our Sovereignty

overwhelmed by refugee flows, and only

de facto sous contrôle du Gouvernement

By David Fraser

gingerly recovering from a colossal finan-

arménien. La politique de Baku, siège du

cial crisis, Brexit could be the straw that

Gouvernement azerbaïdjanais, semble

breaks the Union’s back. READ MORE

pour le moins impulsive dans la mesure
où un cessez-le-feu avait été signé avec

Re-Assessing Red Lines: What the con-

l’Arménie en 1994. READ MORE

ventional wisdom misses about the 2013
Chemical Weapons Crisis in Syria

Defence Policy Review: Will it confirm

By John Mitton

old assumptions and existing resourcing
and evaporate, or not

As we near the end of his second term,
retrospective assessments of US President
Barack Obama’s foreign policy are likely
to proliferate. For all the domestic and
economic turmoil befalling the American
union over the past eight years, the inter-

By Ferry de Kerckhove
The Defence Policy Review (DPR) provides a unique opportunity to question
some of the existing assumptions underlying the thinking about what Canada needs

CDA Institute Board Member MGen
David Fraser (Ret’d) recently presented at
the government’s official Defence Policy
Review roundtable in Toronto. We are
pleased to present an edited version of
his written statement on our Blog: The
Forum. READ MORE
Partners for Peace: Assessing Canada’s
return to peacekeeping
By Geoff Tasker
Following the federal election, the new
government wasted no time in announcing to the world that “Canada is back.”
This re-entry into world
affairs reflected what many
Canadians view as a staple of
our national identity; a mandate for legislators to develop
and implement policy around
“UN peace operations.”
READ MORE
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President Ashraf Ghani’s rejection to
Turbulence for the Philippines: Blimps

seek neighbouring Pakistan’s help, as

La Victoire DCNS: now the work begins

over the South China Sea

well as demanding Taliban to be declared

By Andrew Davies

By Vidya Sagar Reddy

“irreconcilable.” Indeed, the failure of

During his recent visit to the Philippines,
the United States Secretary of Defense
promised delivery of a variety of sensors
and communications equipment worth
$42 million to the host nation. One of the
critical sensors in this suite is an observation blimp that can peer across the South
China Sea (SCS), providing maritime

newly formed Quadrilateral Coordination
Group (QCG) comprising of Afghanistan,
Pakistan, the United States, and China
demonstrates...READ MORE
Would the U.S shield us from a missile
strike? Maybe not
By David McDonough

We now have some answers about the
project that will eventually deliver our
next generation submarines. The French
company DCNS will be our international
design partner and the submarines will
be built in South Australia. There are also
many things we still don’t know such as
how the government-owned ASC company will be restructured as we move ahead

domain awareness to the Philippines. (Re-

As part of its long-promised defence

with the concurrent design and build of

published from CIMSEC.) READ MORE

policy review, the federal government is

the submarines and three different types

reviewing Canada’s 2005 decision to opt

of surface vessels. (Republished from ASPI’s

Step One: Define the Defence ProblemBy

out of continental ballistic missile defence.

The Strategist.) READ MORE

James Cox

Change of heart? Or red herring? Either

Much of the discussion related to the
current defence policy review does not
address policy per se. Instead, it tends to
focus on policy implementation, at the
strategic or lower levels. Policy involves
high-level big ideas. It is inherently a
political expression of the what and why of
government intent. Defence policy necessarily extends well beyond just the military
establishment. READ MORE

way, it’s a good time to revisit the debate

Japan’s Izumo-Class Helicopter Destroy-

about Canada’s potential role in mis-

er: An aircraft carrier in disguise

sile defence. (Republished from iPolitics.)

By Matthew Gamble

READ MORE
Canada’s Defence Policy Review: Looking forward rather than mythologising
the past
By Zachary Wolfraim

The Land of the Rising Sun has been
quietly strengthening its military capabilities and procuring advanced equipment
amid the ongoing debate over whether to
amend Article 9 of the country’s constitution. Though officially called the Japan

Historical narratives carry a lot of weight,

Maritime Self-Defense Forces (JMSDF),

both in domestic and international

the Japanese Navy boasts an impressive ar-

Afghanistan’s Future: Murkier and Mel-

politics. The Liberal Party managed to

ray of hardware and if the country’s ruling

ancholic

utilize this in its 2015 election campaign,

party has its way with the constitution, its

By Adnan Qaiser

appealing to Canadian voters’ sense of

capability will only get stronger. (Repub-

what they saw as ‘traditional’ Canadian

lished from CIMSEC.) READ MORE

A treadmill can never get you to your
destination; intra-Afghan dialogue has
been one such process, as shown by the
Taliban’s refusal to join peace-talks and

CDA | CDA INSTITUTE

values. In particular, Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau vowed to reorient and reinvigorate Canada’s foreign policy and defence
policies. READ MORE
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IN THE NEWS
CDA and CDA Insti-

Pena Nieto as well

tute CEO Tony Battis-

as the economic

ta was interviewed for

discussions with

a Vanguard Magazine

Japan prior to the

podcast discussing

G7 Summit.

the discovery of long
forgotten trenches

CDA Institute

at the Canadian

Research Fellow

Forces base in Borden,
Ontario. He also co-authored an iPolitics piece with CDA Institute Research
Manager and Senior Editor Dr. David
McDonough on Canada’s force structure
requirements.
David McDonough also contributed his
own piece to iPolitics examining why
Canada should participate in a BMD
system with the United States, suggesting
the U.S. will inevitably prioritize its own
security over ours in the event of a ballistic missile attack.
CDA Institute Board Member Ferry
de Kerckhove was featured in an ICI
Radio-Canada special titled Syrie: La
Voi du Canada. He also took part in an
interview for Revue Politique where he
provided his thoughts on the Liberal election promise not to purchase the F-35.
Further, he wrote an opinion piece for
La Presse examining the sale of LAV’s to
Saudi Arabia and published an overview
of Strategic Outlook 2016 for Frontline
Defence. Kerckhove also contributed an

CDA | CDA INSTITUTE

opinion piece to The Hill Times where he
contributed his thoughts on the ongoing

Richard Shimooka
was quoted in a piece by iPolitics com-

Defence Policy Review.

menting on what sensor fusion will mean

In addition, Kerckhove was featured in

was cited in a Globe and Mail story, and

an article by The Canadian Jewish News
reporting on the appointment of Canada’s
new ambassador to Israel. He also released a strategic timeline for the actions
of ISIS in Iraq and Syria and provided an
opinion piece charting the historical and
political factors which account for the rise
of Jihadist movements in the Middle East.
CDA Institute Council Advisor Colin
Robertson contributed to a CBC News

for Canada’s allied commitments. He also
wrote an Ottawa Citizen op-ed critically
examining the government’s strategy for
replacing Canada’s ageing air-fleet.
CDA Institute Board Member George
Petrolekas wrote an opinion piece in the
Globe and Mail on how rescue missions
need to be an option when Canadians
are kidnapped. He was also featured in a
CBC News article discussing the supposed “capability gap” of the CF-18s.

report in which he discussed the takedown of a Dublin protestor by Kevin
Vickers. He was also featured in an
article for Global News discussing how
the execution of Canadian hostage John
Risdel will provide the first major test
for Prime Minister Trudeau’s terrorism
policy. CBC News and the Globe and
Mail also interviewed him on the upcoming Ottawa summit hosting U.S President
Barack Obama and Mexico’s Enrique
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MEDIA ROUNDUP
‘We fought like lions,’ Trudeau says of

out a fighter jet, defence minister warns

agree to the Canadian initiative preventing

soldiers as newest war monument un-

(The Star): Defence Minister Harjit Sajjan

the paying of ransoms to terrorist organi-

veiled (The Canadian Press): Prime Min-

suggests there is growing urgency to move

zations.

ister Justin Trudeau made a speech at the

on the file before the CF-18s stop flying.

unveiling of Canada’s newest war monu-

Canadians won’t see price tag for navy

Navy says that incident in North Atlantic

frigate replacement until 2019 (CBC

last fall proves Canada needs submarines

News): The total price for the navy’s frigate

(The Star): Rear-Admiral John Newton,

replacements — the largest, most complex

commander of the East Coast navy, pro-

military purchase in the country’s history

Lockheed Martin still has hopes to sell

vided details around an incident in 2015

— will not be announced until the con-

Canada F-35 fighter jets (The Star):

where Canadian and NATO allies deterred

tract is signed, said Procurement Minister

The company building the F-35 fighter

an incursion of Russian submarines in the

Judy Foote.

jet is seeking a chance to compete in an

waters surrounding Greenland.

ment in a ceremony marking the 100th
anniversary of CFB Borden, the country’s
largest military base.

open and fair competition to provide the
next generation of airplanes to Canada’s
military.
Aging CF-18s could leave air force with-

CDA | CDA INSTITUTE

Vance expects Canadian military to

Canadian initiative against ransom

become more involved in peacekeeping

payments passes at G7 summit (Edmon-

(Ottawa Citizen): Chief of the Defence

ton Journal): Prime Minister Trudeau

Staff Gen. Jon Vance made a speech at

succeeded in persuading world leaders to

the annual CANSEC military trade show,
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CONFERENCE OF DEFENCE

where he stated his expectation that the

Collège militaire de Saint-Jean: oui au
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Canadian military will be undertaking

statut universitaire (La Presse) : Le gou-

more peacekeeping operations in the

vernement Trudeau à la ferme intention

future.

de redonner au Collège militaire royal de
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University status to be restored at RMC
Saint-Jean (CTV News): Canada’s Minister
of National Defence Harjit Sajjan an-

Saint-Jean (CMRSJ) le statut d’institution
universitaire. Il né reste que certains détails
à régler.

nounced his intention of returning Royal

Details of how Canadian special forces

www.cdainstitute.ca

Military College Saint-Jean-sur-Riche-

helped stop an ISIS offensive released

@CDAInstitute

lieu to full university status. The college’s

(The Star): Exclusive interview emerges

university status was originally revoked in

outlining how Canadian special forces

1995 under the Chretien Liberals.

operatives helped hold the Peshmerga line
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Defence Minister says CAF should focus
on technology going forward (The Star):

With a defence review underway the Royal

consultations on defence review, min-

Canadian Navy stands by its submarines

ister Harjit Sajjan stressed that any new

(The Ottawa Citizen): With the defence review

procurement strategy should focus on

under way, there are suspicions that Canada’s

investments in new technology, including

Victoria-class submarine fleet will be affected

drones.

by reductions to save money. Royal Canadian

Former U.S. diplomat criticizes Canada’s

property of their respective hold-

‘weakness’ on Russia (Globe and Mail):

non-commercial and normative fair
use provisions of applicable Canadian
law.
Tous les logos et les marques de
commerce utilisés sont la propriété de leurs détenteurs respectifs.
L’utilisation qui en est faite dans cette
publication l’est en vertu des dispositions de la loi canadienne applicable
sur l’utilisation équitable non commerciale et nominative.
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for the Islamic State) attack in December.

Speaking before the second of six public

All logos and trademarks used are the
ers. Use in this publication is under

following a massive Daesh (another term

Former US ambassador to Russia says Canada is showing a “sign of weakness” by not

Navy commander Vice-Admiral Mark Norman
believes there should be a debate about the role
of Canada’s submarines but from a maritime
security and capability perspective.

pushing ahead with a promised U.S.-style

Ralph Goodale announces national security

Magnitsky Act that would punish Russians

oversight committee coming by summer

deemed to be human-rights violators with

(CBC News): The Public Safety minister has

visa bans and asset freezes.

announced a series of consultations to take

Canada’s new strategy pays off with a seat
at the Syria table (Globe and Mail): For-

place this summer in hopes of drafting new
security-related legislation.

eign Minister Stéphane Dion accepted the
Russia-U.S. invitation to join the International Syria Support Group.
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